


WHY?

There’s no way around it

Live video is the fastest way to:

VIDEO BUILDS TRUST

The harsh reality is that most people won’t buy your product or service. 
They won’t even join your business. Either they can’t afford it, don’t want 
it, or don’t have time to listen to your presentation. And you need their 
attention in order to sell to them. So what can you do?

Enter the MAGIC of Live video. By recording just ONE video, you can 
grab your lead’s attention, build their fascination, involve them in your 
content, and before you know it, they’ll be excited to join!

Build your 
brand

Connect with 
your audience

Attract leads 
while you sleep
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LIVE VIDEO
has the power to...

Make your every action 800% more effective!

This isn’t a made up number. You’ll be able to skyrocket your sales and 
launch your business into the income bracket you’ve always wanted!

Pack your page with content that compels your prospects to join!

People will join your team if they TRUST you. And that’s what video is all 
about!

Quickly generate leads that are excited and ready to buy!

Your audience will feel authentically connected to you and your brand. 
Next stop? Sales-ville!

Connect you with your audience!

People will get to know you on a personal level without the actual face-
to-face conversation or the 1,000th presentation! (So no more losing your 
voice! Wohoo!)

People will look to YOU for answers. You’ll be asked to speak at events, 
inspire others, and maximize your impact!

Build you up as an expert in your niche!
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Are you nodding and screaming “YES!” at your screen right now? 

Then it’s time for YOU to press RECORD!

But wait, it’s not that easy, is it? Something’s been holding you back.

Is it...

Fear? Anxiety? Stage fright?
All of the above?

Once you press ‘Record’ all sorts of 
negative, self-sabotaging thoughts 
seem to POP UP out of nowhere.

Thoughts like...

  Do I really know enough to be teaching this?
  Ugh, I hate how my [eyes, teeth, hair, etc.] look and how my voice 
sounds.

  Nobody wants to hear what I have to say.
  I look so stiff and unnatural.
  I’m just not good at being on camera. I shouldn’t even try.

Nailed it? Thought so.

How did we know?

Because we had VERY similar feelings when we first started making 
videos.

Well, at least I did...
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Hey, Nadya here!

Not too long ago, John and I were truly struggling with our business.
On paper, our lives looked amazing…

  Six figures annually;
  2nd highest level in our company;
  A team of tens of thousands!

But under all the ‘glamour’, we had ZERO life!

We were constantly on the road, we never saw our kids, and we didn’t 
have time for our friends or even for ourselves! Seriously, we couldn’t 
even take a date night without feeling guilty.

And at some point, we decided: enough is enough! Our success was NOT 
worth this constant stress. So we started looking for different ways we 
could actually run a “home” business from home. That’s when we saw 
what a gold mine online video is!

For John, making videos came easily. It wasn’t a big deal at ALL. Me? I 
HATED IT! These horrible, self-sabotaging thoughts (that I thought I had 
overcome YEARS ago!) started flooding back in!

All I could see were my imperfections: how my face looked, how I 
laughed, how my voice sounded, my accent, how unnatural I came 
across. I started to feel like I just wasn’t good enough. It was torture. 
But I knew mastering video was going to be KEY to our success.
 
So, I decided to challenge myself and make one video a day for 30 days in 
a row. I hoped that would get rid of my fears. For the first 2 weeks, I was 
miserable… And my videos reflected it — they were terrible! I just could 
NOT get out of my head! But then, something happened.
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I created a video and didn’t care how I looked or came across!

It felt like I’d had a deep tissue massage and all the chatter had melted 
away. Seriously, it was like God spoke to me and said, “It’s not your job to 
make everyone like you.”

And guess what? Once I found this new confidence and stopped getting 
in my own way, my videos turned out AWESOME. It was pure MAGIC.

It wasn’t easy, but once I found my CONFIDENCE and John and I 
started making videos regularly, our business TRANSFORMED!

I still look at the stats sometimes and I can’t believe that this actually 
happened to us. But numbers don’t lie. We: 

• Went from 1 to multiple income streams;
• Now work 80% from home;
• Generate more leads than our inbox can handle;
• Scaled up our businesses to seven figures (yes, seven!);
• Go on 12+ biz-cations a year, all over the world;
• Grew our following to over 100,000 people!

If I can push past my fears and put myself on video, SO CAN YOU!

BUT there’s a catch… you do need to make sure you’re creating videos 
the RIGHT way. 

Important Reminder: 
If you’re making videos but not connecting and 
reaching out to people, it’s going to do zilch for 
your biz. You need to be creating, marketing, and 
prospecting with the correct strategies to maximize 
this amazing opportunity. Luckily, we’re here to help!

!
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Social Media algorithms change almost every month (if not week) at this 
point… But one strategy never seems to get old, and that is Live Video. 

Seriously, if you’ve been following the updates Facebook has been 
releasing over the past 12 months, their focus is shifting from newsfeed 
to Private Groups. But Live broadcasts have been the only tool 
marketers have been able to rely on. That’s why mastering it will put 
you ahead of the curve and will make you stand out from the crowd. 

So how can you do that? 

Let’s get right to it!

Introducing...
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What do you care about most?

Pick out 5 words from the list below that best describe what you stand 
for. This will help you think through your content strategy and brainstorm 
strategic topics. 

Remember: if you’re passionate about your content your audience will 
be too!

 � Money

 � Success

 � Status

 � Family

 � Giving Back

 � Integrity

 � Change

 � Challenge

 � Loyalty

 � Reputation

 � Health

 � Fitness

 � Spirituality

 � Friends

 � Love

 � Service

 � Relationships

 � Inspiring Others

 � Laughter

 � Music

 � Personal Growth

 � Connection

 � Diversity

 � Generosity

 � Adventure

 � Authenticity

 � Balance

 � Beauty

 � Courage

 � Creativity

 � Fairness

 � Growth

 � Knowledge

 � Leadership

 � Learning

 � Peace

 � Respect

 � Recognition

 � Wisdom

 � Intelligence

 � Belief

 � Responsibility

 � Pleasure

 � Optimism

 � Purpose

Define Your Content Compass
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Fun fact: You only need to know 1% more than the 
people around you to look like an expert. 

Teach, don’t sell.

The second you start selling all the time you will LOSE your audience. 

Instead, become a curator. Find interesting insights, training or resources, 
add your unique spin, and share with your audience. You will be 
providing a service, and your audience will have a powerful reason to 
come back again and again.

If you’re new, show yourself in the process of learning and growing. Yes, 
this means you’ll need to be a bit vulnerable, but your audience will LOVE 
you for it. They will see themselves in YOU and trust you forever. Expose 
your transformational process, and you won’t be transforming for long!

Share Your Insights 

Share stories — people remember stories 22X more than facts. So 
use that to your advantage. Share a story (even if it’s something that 
happened to you at the grocery store) and people will feel much 
more connected to you! That, in turn, will increase their trust in you. 
And we all know that people do business with people they know, like 
and trust! So it’s a win-win!

Integrate nonchalant promotion — figure out ways to expose 
people to your product or business without over-promoting and 
hard-core selling!

PRO TIP #1

PRO TIP #2
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Create a Compelling Description
for Your Live Video

They say don’t judge a book by its cover. But you can bet your audience 
is judging your video by the description! That’s how they’ll decide if they 
want to use their precious time to watch or not! Make it catchy and draw 
them in! 

We suggest using one of these brilliant headline formulas:

1. How To X Without Y

2. X Ways To Y Without Z

3. The Secret To X

4. Who Else Wants X?

5. What Everyone Ought To Know About X

6. How To Find The Best X 

7. 5 Ways To Boost X Without Y 

8. How To Handle X Like A Pro 

9. What To Do When ...

10. How To Finally ... (For Real) 

11. How To (Solve X Problem) Today 

12. You Ever Make These X Mistakes? 

13. 5 Must Have Resources For X (Network Marketers)

14. Here Is A Method That Will Help You X

15. Tell A Story: If I Started All Over Again, I Would Do This…

Don’t use links in your descriptions. The algorithm doesn’t like them 
and it will expose your videos to fewer people.

PRO TIP #3

3
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The algorithm is learning to “listen” to Live broadcasts. So when 
 you’re giving a CTA, make sure it’s in the form of a genuine question. 
Avoid words and phrases like “drop me a comment” or  “replay”, 
 otherwise you’ll get fewer views.

PRO TIP #4

Follow this checklist for
creating successful Facebook Lives:

1. Prepare for your broadcast 
Write down your main bullet points. 

2. Start talking immediately 
Most of your views will come from the replays. 

3. Be you times two 
Step it up, be energetic! 

4. Provide a Call to Action (CTA) 
Make sure you tell your viewers what to do next. 
 
If you would like to know my product recommendations, send me a PM. 

If this touched you in some way, please share it. 

If you know someone who needs to hear it, please tag them.  

If you agree, pass it along! 
 

5. Thank them 
Always be grateful (even if you only have one viewer)! 

6. Do it again, and again, and again!
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4 Build Your Likability Factor!

Have you ever thought that some people seem to have a special celebrity 
sauce or an ‘it’ factor, while others — don’t? It only seems that way! 
Because being charismatic on camera is a skill! And YOU can master it! 

Here are a few AMAZING tips! 

• Look into the camera dot or lens (do NOT look at yourself) 
This is KEY. You know how important eye contact is in person? It’s 
the same with video! It will feel unnatural at first, but you will get 
used to it with practice!

• Only talk to one person 
Pretend like you’re talking to your best friend. This will make your 
video feel more personal and intimate, and it will build that trust 
and connection you need.

• Upgrade your branding assets 
Does your Facebook profile give you instant credibility, likability 
and provoke curiosity? Nope? Fix it!

• Be a human 1st, a marketer 2nd 
When creating videos, don’t think about selling. Think about 
providing something special for your audience. This will feel more 
natural and fun for you, too!
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• To lead others, be sure to lead yourself daily 
Work a gratitude practice and personal development into your 
daily routine. This will not only help your videos, but it will elevate 
your entire business!

• Be ridiculously consistent 
We mean when you post, the style of your delivery, and the topics 
you choose. When an audience expects something specific from 
you, they’ll be more likely to return!

• See yourself as a winner, and you will perform as a winner 
You might have to fake this at first, but soon you’ll feel it! People 
will be drawn to your confidence and ease!

• Be unapologetically YOU! 
We know, we know… Easier said than done. But with practice, your 
personality will sparkle and SHINE!

“Your story could be the 
key that unlocks someone 

else’s prison. Don’t be 
afraid to share it.”
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5 Grow Your Audience

Want likes, comments, shares?

Spend 15-30 minutes a day liking and commenting on your friend’s posts.

The more you interact with your friends, the more your posts (and videos) 
will appear in their newsfeed. Your friends will see you as a real human, 
not as someone who has commission breath or an agenda each time they 
talk to you.

When you comment on a friend’s post, treat it the same as 
if you would talk to them face to face. Be yourself and be 
genuine!

The truth is, audiences want (and need) to be told what to do. So, if you 
want something you’ve got to ask for it! 

• Invite your audience to share the video in the 
beginning and at the end of your broadcast. 

• Ask genuine questions so they can interact 
with your content and leave comments. 

• Reward good behavior. If you have fans, who share your content, 
recognize them by name to encourage more people to share. 

• Show up and deliver. You never know who’s watching!

6 Ninja Tip to Getting More
Likes, Comments, and Shares
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7 Convert like Crazy!

Alright, you’re going Live and you’re making awesome videos… Now 
what? 

Next comes the very exciting part of… monetization! But how do you do 
that?

• 

• 
• Go through the comments on your videos and reach out to the 

people who made them. Direct message the people who are 
responding to and interacting with your content. These folks are 
more likely to join! 

• Provide a CTA (call to action) for people to reach out to you. It’s 
important to remind your audience about how to contact you at 
the end of every video.  
 
Remember: each video will be someone’s FIRST taste of your 
content!

• In the beginning, you simply must connect with those quality leads 
and build solid relationships. Seriously, don’t start selling until you 
build that trust. You need to focus on relationships before you can 
even begin to think about closing.
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Open up your Facebook Profile, click on “Videos”.

Go to “Your Videos” and click on the video that you would like to edit. 
(Note: the pencil icon on the upper right corner will only give you the 
option to delete, edit the date, or download the video in HD or SD)

1

2

Change the Cover Image of
Your Facebook Video

8
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Click on the 3 little dots and choose “Edit Video”.

Hover your cursor to the video, click on “Edit”, then “Change Thumbnail”.

3

4
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Choose from the 3 options “Choose Suggested”, “Upload Image”, or 
“Choose From Video”, then click on the “Save” button to apply the changes.

Finally, click the “SAVE” button. 

5

6
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9 Shoot Facebook Live Broadcasts like a PRO

Creating professional-looking content doesn’t have to cost a fortune or 
a film degree. You can create well-lit, high-quality videos with some very 
basic equipment and skills.
• 
• 
• Pick up a few tools like a tripod, a mic, and a light or two to help 

you optimize the quality of your broadcasts. Here are some of our 
favorite resources:  
http://www.MyLifestyleAcademy.com/Resources

• Choose an interesting but uncluttered background. If your living 
room is a mess, don’t show it!

• Make sure you don’t shoot directly into a window since your 
audience won’t be able to see you! But if you can film near a large 
window (that’s out of frame) this will create beautiful, natural, soft 
light. 
 

• Invest in a mic beyond the one on your camera. 
Audio quality is actually more important than 
video quality when it comes to looking profesh! 
Sit upright with good posture. We don’t suggest 
sitting on a squishy couch. It will swallow your 
energy and make your posture look sloppy. 
 

• You got this!
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Look, no one said being an entrepreneur was easy. Some days you’re 
going to wake up and just not feel it. While it’s important to be kind to 
yourself, sometimes you just have to push through. 

• “When everything seems to be going against you, remember that 
the airplane takes off against the wind, not with it” – Henry Ford  

• Remember that motion comes before emotion. Yep, that means 
sometimes you just have to suck it up! 

• Do it anyway! (So much tough love!) 

We are SO excited to see the amazing live videos you are about to create 
(and how much success is going to follow)! 

Now, if all of this seems amazing but you’re not sure what you should do 
next, we suggest you check out our FREE Private Facebook Community! 

Once there, you’ll be able to: 

Meet other like-minded individuals;
Brainstorm interesting content ideas;
Find all the support you need in order to CRUSH it! 

If you’re ready to learn more, click here: 
www.MyLifestyleAcademy.com

It’s time to kick fear to the curb and CRUSH IT with online video!

 Let’s press record and GO LIVE! 

What To Do When You Just
Don’t Feel Like Doing It

10
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Hello! We’re Nadya & John! 
 
We hope you found this checklist 
extremely helpful on your journey to 
becoming a video star! (Or at least 
upleveling your income.) 

All the tips, tricks, and strategies we share with you come from our 
experience in building our own online empire. 

These proven strategies are the exact 
framework that allowed us to move from 
struggling to striving! 

We were working 80+ hour weeks, driving 
all over town, and had ZERO time for our 
family. While we were making 6-figures 
and looked successful on paper, it just 
wasn’t worth the overwhelming stress. 

So one day, we decided — enough is 
enough. Something had to change. 

We can honestly say, when we started utilizing video in our overall online 
marketing strategy, our business transformed. It was seriously like night 
and day. 

Now, we’re 7-figure earners, get to travel the world, help a tremendous 
amount of people break free, and most importantly, spend our precious 
time with our two beautiful children. (Which is basically ALL THE TIME!)

*



Our mission is to help you build the FREEDOM
focused lifestyle you’ve always desired.

We want to help you:

Putting yourself on video is not as scary as you think. You just need the 
right tools (and a little confidence) to hit record and put your message 
out into the world! And we’re here to be right by your side and nudge you 
forward. 

Best,

*

Connect with
your audience

Build massive
amounts of trust

Be seen as an 
expert in your niche

Create the lifestyle 
of your dreams!

Convert 
like crazy


